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ABSTRACT
RELATIONSHIP OF LONG-'rEID1 ACCOUNTING CONHITNENT TO
BEHAVIOR

AROU~ID

CONTROVERSIAL CHURCH ISSUES
by

Lorren Kenneth Steele
Master of Arts in Foundations of Education
June, 1974
This study 1vas designed to investigate the relationship between an integrating mental process, inferred
from commitment to three or more years of filing an
Accounting of tithable and non-tithable resources, and
Ss' integrating or polarizing responses to dissonanceproducing issues on a questionnaire designed for this
purpose.

A review of the literature supported the

asswnption that dissonance theory could explain ninconsistency-·maintaining," or integrating, behavior as well
as

11

inconsistency-reducing,n or polarizing, behavior

around dissonant ideas.

Four 1 x 2 Chi-square analyses

liere made of the data based upon the predictions of two
hypotheses and in answ·er to two questions.

The frequency

of integrating and proportion of high integrating responses 1vere expected to be greater for those who

vii

Accounted than for those who did not.

No· significant

relationships were found at the .01 or .05 levels of
confidence between the two groups, but all of the trends
were in the expected direction.

This study was con-

ducted at a quasi-experimental level due to the personal
nature of the relationship between the E and Ss requiring
more relaxed controls.
ingly.

Conclusions are limited accord-

Continued research is needed with larger sampl-

ings of the population and greater control of the
varia1Jles to confirm or disconfirm the trends in the
above research.
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CHAPTER I
PROBLEH
The purpose of this study was to show a relationship
between an inferred pattern of mental behavior in subjects {Ss) and their demonstrated behavior around controversial church issues, as predicted by a particular
interpretation of dissonance theory.
Dissonance theory as revised by Brehm and Cohen
(1962) to include a commitment variable makes it possible
to identify "relevant" dissonant cognitive elements-beliefs, ideas, knol·rledge about oneself and one's
environment--as lvell as to indicate the direction the Ss
will take to reduce the dissonance.

The theory further

revised by Kelman and Baron in Abelson, et al, eds.,
(1968) makes it possible to predict "inconsistency-maintaining" behavior--behavior that "tolerates" dissonance
for one purpose or another.
Ss, then, lvho are committed to resolving controversy,
will demonstrate "inconsistency-maintaining" behavior-treating two sides of a controversy as parts of a whole
(integrating behavior)--rather than demonstrating
"inconsistency-reducing" behavior--treating two_ sides
of an issue as if they 'ivere irreconcilable {polarizing

1

2

behavior).
In other words, there are two major responses to dissonance reduction.

The first is decision-based commit-

ment, resulting in polarizing responses at the decision
level to reduce inconsistency between opposing elements.
The second is commitment-based decision, resulting in
integrating or inconsistency-maintaining responses at
the decision level.
An illustration may clarify these two responses.

Person A and Person B are discussing a controversial
subject

lihich involves both a conservative and a

liberal position.

Person A is a businessman who prides

himself on making quick, final decisions.

Person B is a

student of social history, who has observed the advantages and disadvantages in both conservative and liberal
positions over a period of many years.
In the course of the conversation, A presses B for a
stand on the issue that is clear-cut and psychologically
satisfying to him.

He is feeling tension or "dissonance"

betw·een his image of himself as a decision-maker or
action-taker and an unresolved, subtle issue.

He per-

ceives B as an "indecisive" person, who is trying to
"confuse" the issue.
At the same time, B feels tension with an oversimplified solution that. represents only part of the issue,
and he perceives a broader, more long-range solution
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which includes both conservative and liberal positions.

i!

He is constantly mediating both positions with comments
such as "it depends" and "on the other hand."
Person A, if given a questionnaire with the right
options, would polarize his responses to the issue,
placing the emphasis on resolving his tension through
decision.

Person B is committed to a total picture and

would mediate "either/or" solutions, even at the cost of
appearing indecisive.
The importance of this study was two-fold.

First, it

contributes to the literature on what Likert and Likert
(Likert and Bow·ers, 1972, in King and 1--IcGinnies, eds.,
1972) have identified as a "System Four" level of conflict management, or "creative problem-solving using
consensus (pp. 114-115)."

Others (Follett, 1923; Katz,

in Abelson, et al, eds., 1968) have stressed the importance of achieving "integration," which is less often
achieved than "compromise."

Espectally where values are

involved, compromise solutions will not be adequate or
permanent.

Still others (Kelly, 1958; Edwards, 1967;

Mader, 1973; Booth, 1971; and Trueblood, 1970) have
indicated the need to reconcile or integrate the polarized aspects of one's experience.
be shown between the

infe~red

and predicted responses to

If a relationship can

mental pattern of behavior

contr~versy,

hopefully,

principles for achieving consensus may be identified.

Secondly, this study may make some contribution to
the literature by demonstrating, however tentatively,
possibilities :for the use of dissonance theory in explaining long range efforts to reduce dissonance, as suggested
by the Zeigarnik Effect--the tendency to complete '\veildefined uncompleted tasks--in the "long-term incongruity
in information-processing (Van Ostrand, 1960, in Harvey,
ed., 1963, pp. 63-64)," or in "self-confrontation" with
conflicting values (Rokeach, 1971).
STATE:r.1ENT OF THE

PROBLE~f

The study was designed to predict a dissonant relationship between an inferred pattern of mental behavior
and polarizing, or inconsistency-reducing, behavior
toward controversy.
What type of mental behavior will be "dissonant"
with polarizing responses around controversial issues in
the church?

Can a collllili tment measure be found that lvill

justify inference to a st<:d,;e o:t' dissonance?
With these tw·o questi.ons in mind, a commitment
measure was identified and a testable hypothesis was
formulated, based upon the following assumption:

Long-

term commitment to an integrating pattern of mental behavior, as demonstrated by three consecutive years of
making an Accounting (L 3 ), is dissonant w·i th polarizing
behavior (B-P).

Therefore, it 1dll result in less B-P

behavior and more integrating behavior (!!:J..) than those
0
lvho do not make an Accounting (L ).
Hypothesis I:

The frequency of Polarizing responses

will be significantly less for those lvho make an Accounting than :for those uho do not.
Three types of B-I responses have been identified-"equal value," emphasis," and "undecided" responses.
Hypothesis II:

The proportion of "equal value" re-

sponses in the integrating responses of those who make an
Accounting will be significantly greater than the proportion of like responses in the integrating responses of
those who do not make an Accounting.
Since there are two other types of·!!:!. responses, a
question remains:
Question:

Are there significant differences in the

other types of integrating responses between those who
make an Accounting and those who do not?
DEFINITION OF TEIDIS

In the following list, the theoretical definition
will be identified first and the operational definition
last, when both apply.
The Church
The particular denomination being studied.
Making an Accounting
Voluntary filing of a statement of income and ex-

penditures, assessing the amount of tithing owed, with
the financial officers of the church.
Dissonance

A logical or psychological conflict between relevant
cognitive elements that motivate toward inconsistencyreducing, or consonance-attaining, behavior at one level
or another.
Commitment Variable
._ Behavior implying that dissonance exists and is
motivating behavior to maintain inconsistency toward
larger or long-range objectives than in the experimental
situation.

The commitment variable is the means by which

mental behavior, which cannot be observed
inferred.

dire~tly,

is

It is operationally defined as L 3 behavior.

-L3
Long-term commitment--the commitment variable.
Operationally defined as filing an Accounting with the
financial officers of the church for three consecutive
years.

(See the later expanded analysis, p.

6-7.)

Lo
Non-Accounting commitment--implications for cognitive behavior not identified, although the assumption is
that it is less committed to integrating behavior on the
average than L 3 and, therefore, will be more influenced
by "inconsistency-reducing" tendencies.
demonstrated by

~'

This will be

although no formal predictions have

7

been made for L

0

in this paper.

L

0

is operationally

defined Non-Accounting commitment--active commitment in
the church by various other standards than

Accounting~-

participation in a church-sponsored community project,
active ministry, attendance at church services.

Cognitive-integTating--inferred integrating cognitive behavior.

-C-P
Cognitive-polarizing--inferred polarizing or compartmentalizing cognitive behavior.

Behavior-integrating--observed "inconsistencymaintaining" behavior.

Operationally defined as qualify-

ing or integrating responses to "either/or" type questionnaire items.

B-P
Behavior-polarizing--observed "inconsistencyreducing" behavior.

Operationally defined as non-quali-

fying or polarizing responses to, or full agreement with
the "either/or" emphasis of, questionnaire items.
Relevant, or Relevant Helationship
An_ inferred cognitive or psychological relationship

where tw·o elements--thoughts, ideas, beliefs, facts
about oneself or the -w-orld--are perceived as either
dissonant or consonant lvi th each other.

s

Significant
Statistics that are significant at the .05 level.
Experimental Situation
The testing situation when questionnaires were filled
out by each group.
THE CO!-t}!I TMENT MEASURE
The commitment measure for this study was defined as
three consecutive years of filing an Accounting--a
statement of resources and expenditures, both itnecessary 11
and "unnecessary"--with the financial officers of the
church.
The purpose of the Accounting is to (1) determine
the tithe, which is based upon one-tenth of the "increase"
or resources over and above basic living needs, so that
the individual can (2) produce a fund, or "inheritance,"
first for securing the future of one's family and secondly, for contributing to a general church reserve, or
"storehouse," which provides for the poor and needy.
The "increase" is not limited to finances alone, but
includes contributions of time and talent.
Validity.

The validity of Accounting as the commit-

ment variable or measure inferring C-I behavior rests
upon tw·o assumptions:

First, Ss who Account have found

the concepts of accounting consonant, or non-dissonant,
with their

Olfll

concepts of appropriate church behavior.

!__ --~•-<·-- ••••----··•••--·----·-·~--·--·--·••" ·-~---~-·-·-=-••••••••••·•- -•"""-••••-•• ·--••·-•-·
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This identifies them as individuals who are already
characterized by

£=!

behavior, since personal concepts

and Accounting concepts are consonant.
Secondly, Ss will justify Accounting behavior by
internalizing Accounting concepts, making them their

mm

(Aronson, 1960, pp. 109-115).

By identifying the concepts of Accounting it is
assumed that Accounting Ss' concepts are also identified.
"?.

Restating the basic Assumption of the paper, then, LJ
is negatively related to

~

that Accounting behavior is

behavior, if it is true

£=!

behavior and Accounting

Ss have adopted it as their own.
This Accounting procedure has specific implications
for C-I behavior.
Commitment.

Though part of the law of the church,

Accounting is voluntary and private.
.

Social influences

1

' are probably not operating as motivation for Accounting.

A series of intensely personal decisions requiring honest
self-evaluation must be made to determine the difference
between basic living needs and justifiable wants.

Though

guidelines and principles are available, only the individual himself can decide lvhat is "basic" to his needs
and what· is used from the "increase" and is therefore
tithable.

Allport's (1966) "intrinsic" .religious

dimension is suggested here.

Integrating Cognitive Behavior.

A total self-

accounting of time, talents and skills and the way they
are related to consistent patterns of behavior and welldefined life-goals is included in the concept of
Accounting.

The following is a summary of the Steward-

ship concept to which Accounting and its purposes are
central:
"The understanding that the purposes of God relate
to the whole man, with all that he is and all that he
possesses, spotlights the spiritual import of material
resources. The management of "things" is thus transferred from the area of the routine and mundane to an
objective of spiritual excellency, and from management
for selfish purposes to management for increase to
assist in ministry to the authentic needs of the world •••
the spiritual Law of Temporalities ••• is a law of spiritual undergirding, primarily intended to assist man to
develop spiritually into an unselfish being ••• thus the
stewardship of temporalities becomes the pivotal point
about which the total ste"tvardship of life revolves
(Presiding Bishopric)."
Phrasing such as "relate to the whole man" and
"total stewardship of life" are similar to C-I characteristics of Allport's

(1966) "intrinsically" motivated

individual and his "mature religious sentiment" (Allport, '

1957), especially the aspect that Hunt and King (1971)
have identified as the "Relevance for all of life"
component (p. 342).
The general concept of accountability for a "total
stewardship of life," implying interrelating patterns in
and between C-J.. and B-I behaviors, is central to the
i
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Accounting process and is taught in connection with it.
Those who are committed to C-I behavior lvill perceive
it as a value, and will find B-I behavior consonant and
~

behavior dissonant with that value.
Relevance to B-I Behavior.

While the relationship

betw·een C-:-I and C-P behav-iors has
I

II -

been theoretically

established and the validity of the commitment measure
has been discussed, the "relevance" between C-I and
B-I/P behaviors in the experimental situation has only
been suggested.

It remains to be shown that Accounting

Ss will perceive

1!::f. as relevant to, therefore dissonant

with, their prior commitment to C-I behavior.
It is assumed that basic theologicai principles,
implicit and explicit ld thin Accounting concepts and
within those concepts taught generally in the church,
will be working to establish a "cognitive link" (Fuchs,
in 1-fcClelland, ed., 1955) betlfeen

2=1. and B-I/P be-

haviors, creating a relevant relationship between them.
These can be categorized in the following way:
1.

Unity Principles (Doctrine & Covenants, 85:4,

35; 11:4' 90:5)
2.

Commonality Principles (Doctrine & Covenants

132:3,4; 137:6; 138:3)
3.

Process Principles (Doctrine & Covenants 50:6;

85:8; 32:29)
----.---------- ------------·------- ---.. ----- ------------~-- ------ -------------------------------------------------------------------------J

A discussion of the specific content of these principles
and the way they link up in the theological framework of

· I the

church would not be appropriate here: but references

are given for those who would find them useful.

A pro-

cedure for linking them in relevant relationships outlined in detail by Rokeach (1971) has implications for
education in the church.
Task Perception.

It was felt that regardless of

uncontrolled task perception variables in the experimental situation more permanent conceptions of the task,
refl~cting

a fundamental underlying attitude or "cogni-

tive value system" (Rokeach, 1971), will be sustained,
while random task perceptions l'lill be averaged out.
Generally, it was felt that lack of control of the
task perception variable was weighted in favor of null
hypotheses to the testable hypotheses of the paper.

It

is likely that "social desirability" will be an important
factor in influencing Accounting Ss to behave in an undesirable

~

manner, affecting the true significance of

the hypotheses negatively.

In other words, the American

culture places a high vaiue on decisive, even competitive,
positions on most issues, (May, 1937) making "qualified"
(desired) responses less attractive than "unqualified"
(undesired) responses. If the hypotheses are significantly

13

supported, the lack of control stated above will only
tend to increase the confidence level by creating a more
conservative statistical significance.
LIMITATIONS
The Ss selected were from tw·o organized church
districts in the Los Angeles area·of one small denomination:

lvi th three exceptions, all of the Ss -..v-ere adults.

All ·w·ere considered "committed" members, since the study
was designed to discriminate bet1·.reen types of commitment.
The situations in which the questionnaires were
filled out 1vould suggest that the group is more educationoriented, though not necessarily more educated, than a
representative group of church members.

The highly

select nature of the group can be illustrated by the
proportion of Accounting Ss

(63%) as compared to the

current church-wide average

(18%) and the current

district-1vide average ( 16%).
The commitment measure is unique to the organization, affording an unusual opportunity for this study,
and could not be used beyond the particular denomination in which it was tested.
"Long-term" commitment was operationally defined as
covering a period of three years.

If longer-term

commitment is studied yielding different results than
those in the present one, conclusions of this study 1muld

r·------·--·------..

-----------:--··--···~---·-----_....,

!

.·

..........-...... --------------------·-------·--·-------·--- ·--·-..........1
i

!

!

be seriously affected.
The Questionnaire design and rationale may be useful generally, but item content could not be applied
beyond the denomination.
SUID1ARY AND REHAINING CHAPTERS
The purpose of this study was to show a positive
and significant relationship between inferred C-I behavior and demonstrated B-I behavior around controversial
church issues

using a particular interpretation of

dissonance theory.

The interpretation made it possible,

'

with the use of a commitment variable, to (1) infer C-I
behavior

and (2) identify dissonance.

Further inter-

pretation made it possible to consider "inconsistency.maintaining" behavior in the experimental situation.
Hypothesis I predicted dissonance bet'l'reen C-I and

.!3..=1:

behaviors in Accounting Ss, resulting in demonstrated
~behavior--Hypothesis

II.

Chapter II'will review the research suggesting
polarizing and integrating behavior, Chapter III will
discuss the research method and procedures, and Chapter IV will present and analyze the data.

Chapter V \.Yill

-summarize the study, make conclusions and suggest implications for further research.

CHAPTER II
REVIElv OF THE LITERATURE
A review of the literature will be limited to
1

(1) showing the differential responses implied in dissonance theory, (2) identifying the cognitive dimensions
that imply integrating or polarizing behavior in the
experimental situation, and (3) briefly suggesting the
areas where education can apply.

DIFFERENTIAL RESPONSES
While cognitive dissonance may typically lead to
direct attempts to achieve consonance through decision
and justification of that decision (Festinger, 1957), it
. 1

has been noted that dissonance reduction i.s a "probabilistic process" that "casts doubt upon the importance of
the act of decision" (Harris, 1969); choice frequency is
an alternative measure to singular post-decision changes.
Not all choices will be directly tension-reducing.

Dis-

sonance can not only be tolerated to1·rard a purpose in the
individual (Katz, in Abelson et al, eds., 1968; Kelman, in
' Abelson et al, eds., 1968; Singer, in Feldman, ed., 1966;
and others) but it. can be. pleasurable (Mc.Clelland, 1953;
Berkowitz, in Abelson et al, eds.,

15

1968).

:t6

Lowin (Singer in Feldman, 1966) more specifically
applies the "pleasureable" aspect of dissonance to the
concern of this paper by suggesting that dissonance may
be preferred if it leads to additional consonance (p.

63).

Kelman (in Abelson, ed., 1968) has distinguished between
"hedonic" and "moral" dissonance and "inconsistencyreduction" and "inconsistency maintenance" mechanisms
(p.

336),

suggesting two opposite responses to dissonance;

at the point of decision.

It is "inconsistency-maintain-

ing" behavior that is assumed to be operating when
"tntegrating" decisions rather than "polarizing" ones
take place.

The paper 'vill also make use of Harris's

(1969) "choice frequency" point of view as it predicts
the frequency of decisions rather than a single decision.
Berkowitz (in Abelson, 1968) suggests evidence that
information selected by students is based upon relevance
to their choices, even though it may disagree with their
commitments.
usefulness of

This may seem at first to cast doubt on the
Brehm

and Cohen's {1962) "commitment

variable" as a means for identifying dissonant elements,
a continuing problem in dissonance theory {Bern, 1967; and
Taylor, 1970).

Probably the difficulty lies in the in-

formal use of the word "commitment," which is used interchangeably with "decision."
Both Hilton (1962) and Katz (in Abelson et al, eds.,

1968) have indicated directions that make necessary a

i--··~•--·-- -~-~·«F'<-~~----------~----~-------··---·--~··---~~-~--~--~·-----------~----·---·---~----------··-v~----•--·"-·--~·----~--,

!

distinction between decision and commitment.

Hilton

refers to dissonance reduction as "preceding and facilitating decision-making" rather than follmving it
(p. 296).

He ment-ions that some dissonance factors are

transitory, ending with decision and commitment, while
others are more enduring.
Katz (in Abelson et al, eds •. , 1968) continues this

I · line

of thought:
"Dissonance theorists ••• have s·omelvhat neglected

what comes before and to some extent what happens after
immediate dissonance reduction •••

(p. 199)."

Commitment applied in this longer-term sense may
precede, override and follow a particular decision.

In

this lvay, it can be associated with more central values
and long-term dissonance reduction.

Van Ostrand (in

Harvey, 1960) lvri tes:
"The emotional quality of such intellectual observations as coming through bewilderment to a new conception
is evidence of motivation inherent in the long-term incongruity of information processing...

(pp. 63, 64)."

Zeigarnik (in Ellis, ed., 1938) has observed differential responses to cognitive tension or dissonance.
She has noted that those who perceived tasks as incidental to the "meaning" of the experiment itself--saw
one test as a phase of another--did not experience dissonance when the task was interrupted.

The subjects that

:1.8

became personally involved in the task for its

Olin

sake

experienced tension when the task was interrupted.
the

11

Here,

overvie1v 11 has prevented the creation of distinct

tension systems, suggesting possibly that the specific
tasks were integrated into a larger task.

It is in the

interruption of the larger, or longer-range, task that
subjects who were interested in the

11 meaning 11

of the

task might feel dissonance.
The "obverse" nature of two dissonant elements
(Festinger, 1957) can result from "quasi-needs" (Lewin,

1967, and Zeigarnik, in Ellis, ed., 1938) produced as a
result of commitment to the task.

Torrey (in Bruner,

1968) show·ed that "good" organization--with wellformed tasks--produced more tension and motivation than
"bad"--relatively formless--organization.

Zimbardo

(1969) distinguishes bet1veen decision and commitment and
states that dissonance can be definitely assumed to
operate only lvhen decisions become commitments --forcing one to clarify his position, increasing the chances
of a "definitive" test of its validity and of being
proven wrong (pp. 277-279).

It is this definition of

commitment that is referred to when the paper predicts
the influence of prior commitment in a decision-making
situation.
Dissonance, then, can be the result of identifying
and organizing a task, either short-term or long-term,

19

f'

and committing oneself in specific decisions to finishing
it.

It is the short or long-term nature of the commit-

ment--!vhether or not it both precedes and follows
decision--that will determine whether or not a specific
decision 1dll be "inconsistency-reducing" or "inconsistency-maintaining" in response to a particular "dissonant" decision-making situation.
While the influence of commitment on decision has
been discussed as a means for investing oneself in his
decisions and justifying and integrating them toward
goals, the literature on dissonance theory more often is
concerned with the effect of prior decisions on commitment, especially of decisions that have little apparent
justification.

These not only suggest a different point

of emphasis, but imply a different kind of response to
dissonance than othenY"ise.

The individual who makes

decisions out of a goal-centered pattern of commitment-a consonance-seeking commitment--may be behaving in a
distinctly different way toward dissonance than is the
individual who acts first and then attempts to justify
behavior

tha~

has little prior justification--dis-

sonance-avoiding commitment.
Brehm and Cohen

(19p2) list a number of studies

indicating that insufficient justification for an action
will produce a more favorable attitude toward it in the
individual who is trying to minimize dissonance between
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his behavior and his reasons for behaving (Rabbie, Brehm,
and Cohen, 1959; Cohen, Brehm, and Fleming, 1959; and
others).

The more central the conflict and the more

equal the opposing elements in their attractiveness, the
greater will be the attitude change in favor of the
choice (Brehm and Cohen, 1962) and the tendency to move
toward polar extremes (Harvey, Hnnt, and Schroder

1961}.

Dissonance theory has been based upon the

assumption of decision-based commitment, rather than
commitment-based decision, as Brehm and Cohen (1962)
describe it:

"An unequivocal dissonance process exists, it seems
to us, when there is some commitment to a given position.
The point here is that dissonance processes have the
flavor of an either-or phenomenon; judgemental processes, on the other hand, admit of compromise all the way
along the information continuum (p. 106).n
The purpose of commitment is to make a decision and
justify it, it would seem by the above statement.

It is

decisional rather than judgemental, unable to compromise.
The original function of the commitment variable as
·proposed by Brehm and Cohen (1962) was to (1) identify
dissonant elements at work and (2) to indicate the
direction that dissonance reduction would take.

Con-

sequently, decision focuses upon dissonance reduction at
the point of decision and, there.fore, on polar-izing
behavior.
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It has been suggested earlier that when commitment
is separated from specific decision-making, it can prediet other kinds of behavior--responses that are
"judgementaln and integrating rather than decision-

! justifying.

INTEGRATING RESPONSES
Two major responses to dissonance reduction have
been mentioned--decision-based commitment, resulting
in polarizing responses at the decision level, or in
"inconsistency reducing" behavior, and commitment-based
decision, resulting in integrating responses at the
de~ision

level, or in "inconsistency-maintaining" be-

havior.

The latter remains to be discussed.

It was suggested earlier that prior commitment before
decision, identifying goals beyond the decision-making
situation, could modify, make tolerable or pleasurable, or
change the nature of dissonance in the decision-making
situation.

Prior commitment to well-organized goals can

integrate into a meaningful pattern decisions that can
be "judgemental" and "compromising" (Brehm and Cohen,

1962) in favor of that goal.
Personality factors also influence responses to
dissonance.

Shaffer et.al (1973) indicat~ that persons

differing in ambiguity tolerance P.erceive inconsistency
in a similar fashion, but show differences in their mode
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of inconsistency reduction.
Brunswik (i.n Bruner,
and Bruner

Harvey

(1963), Frenkel-

1950; in Christie and Jahoda, 1954)

(1967) suggest behavior that implies either

polarizing or integrating responses to tension

or dis-

sonance.
Harvey

(1963) notes that "abstract" individuals, as

contrasted to "concrete" individuals, tolerate larger
stimulus discrepancies before being aroused and taking
measures to "neutralize the deviations (p.

297). 11

This

affects experimenter-defined conditions of dissonance,
he says.
Frenkel-Brunswik (in Christie and Jahoda,

1954)

indicates that "authoritarian" individuals have a tendency toward "dichotomizing" behavior and have less
appreciation for the complexity of personal relations.
The "dichotomizing" behavior is a result of inability or
um'lillingness to recognize or deal with a "love-hate"
conflict existing simultaneously within oneself.

The

result is expressed as a tendency to resort to "blackwhite" solutions and to arrive at "premature closure" in
evaluations, often at the neglect of reality, and a
seeking for "unqualified," "unambiguous" acceptance or
rejection of other people (p.

115).

Decision-based

polarizing commitment is indicated here in the "prejudiced" individual.

A lack of confidence may result in

11

all-or-none 11
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categoriz-ing behavior in an uncertain situation (Bruner,

1967, p. 227).

On the other hand, being in a position of

choice-- 11 uncommitted 11 --is enjoyable when options are
pleasurable.

The:re is a "resolution need" in some

situations.

The two conditions lead to a conflict in

prediction.

Zim-bardo ( 1969) would deny the first con-

dition as a "dissonant" situation.
differ~nce

He· would stress the

between "preferences" and "decisions."

There

is no dissonance created in the choic·e of preferences
(pp. 277-78).
Bruner (1967) says that experimental subjects often
have to be trained to wait until data reveal a trend,
rather than trying to see the trend before the data are
complete.

Some regard waiting for the trend to reveal

itself as a form of defeat (p. 229, footnote).

Bruner

suggests that willingness to "sustain indecision" may
be related to "tolerance for ambiguity" and appears to
be a relatively consistent trait:
"The speed with which one person will pigeon-hole
another on the basis of slender external clues--this
·is one of the most characteristic aspect of man's
general cognitive style •••

(p. 230)."

The tendency to "sustain indecision" until all the
facts are available is psychologically related to
"inconsistency-maintaining" behavior in the dissonance
situation, it appears, and seems to be evaluative or

·-,
i
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I

! "judgemental" in nature, rather than decisional.
I

----

This

i

! would ·imply a longer-term commitment--commitment pre;

'

ceding and extending beyond the decision-making situation.
In other words, it implies commitment-based or goaljustifying behavior rather than self-justifying behavior
or decision-based commitment.
An integrating cognitive style may be related to

commitment-based "judgemental" decisions in the decisionmaking situation.

"Dissonant" situations would not be

resolved as isolated decisions, but coordinated toward
a general goal, or would, at least, reflect the influence
of that goal.

'

A characteristic pattern of decisions,

then, w·ould be more revealing than analysis of any one
decision.
Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder
Harvey, Hunt, and Schroder

{Harvey, 1962; and

1961) have outlined stages

of cognitive integration that characterize the decisionmaking behavior being discussed.

Their developmental

stage IV integration level is described:
"One of the most fundamental characteristics of
stage IV systems is what '""e refer to as 1 abstract
closeness.'
The more abstract levels of functioning
are characterized by the ability to hold strong beliefs
and to be ego-involved., "\vhile remaining open to alternative evaluations (p. 194)."
James and Jongeward (1971) have illustrated a
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process o·f integration according to transactional

.l

analysis theory.

The process can be described in terms

of the interrelationships of roles.

Relatively undif-

ferentiated roles _become differentiated through selfa'\vareness and are finally integrated in the adult.
Kohlberg and Turiel (in Lesser, 1971; Turiel, in
Child, 1973) and Kohlberg and Kramer (1969) have said

i. (1) that moral development is a 6ognitive process in
which (2) conflict generates movement from structural
stage to structural stage.

The final stage 5 is an

integrating stage, where conflict and development continues by achieving a greater consistency of structure
with itself and a greater consistency betlveen thought
structure and action:
"There is an adult movement toward integration in
the use of moral structures, in the integration of moral
thought in its application to life

(Kohlberg and

Kramer, 1969). 11
The integrated system, stage

5,

relies on "princi-

pled" thinking, which recognizes the relativism of
·values, but at the same time recognizes a greater universality of moral principles, or less relativism
(Turiel, in Child, 1973).

This balance, they say, is

not often achieved.
Rogers (1961) and :Maslow (1970) suggest the consequences of the integrated system in the

11

'\vhole" person •
.............................. ......... ....

r--- ---- ---·--· ---- ----- .

--------~---------·--

------------------ ·-· -----·------------.-------------------·-------------------------------·

!

The "openn individual (Rogers, 1961) "communicates" within himself and is open to his own self-contradictions.
The "self-actualizing" individual (Maslow, 1970) is
self-accepting and-able to resolve his inner conflicts
and polarities.
Maslow's viewpoint can particularly be applied to
the emphasis of this paper.
have a

~endency

He suggests that Americans

to polarize their values.

He indicates

that healthy people have a different set of values than
do unhealthy people. ·In healthy people dichotomies were
resolved, the polarities disappeared and many oppositions
thought to be intrinsic "merged and coalesced with each
other to form unities (pp. 178-179). 11

It is this as-

sumption--many apparently "obverse" elements
(Festinger, 1957) are not inherently "obverse 11 --that
allows this paper to predict "integrating" behavior
around dissonant or controversial issues, where all sides
of the issues represent parts of a whole.
Much of the "good" and "evil" valuing--morality-is a result of non-acceptance of self and others, Maslow
indicates.

When reality is conceived as "fixed and

stable" rather than "changing and developing," or
I

"discrete and additive" rather than "interconnected and
patterned," (p. 204) stereotyping can take place and
thinking can become superficial, its conclusions pre-

!

determined.

It is this behavior that is capable of over-

l_. ______ --- ---···----- ···--···- ··-------------------------. -----···-- -----··---·-
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simplifying problems and polarizing the issues.
Like Maslow, Rokeach (1954; 1960) distinguishes
integrated--"open"--and non-integrated-- 11 closed"-individuals on the basis of their core beliefs about the
world.

This is expressed in the way that they perceive

authority--as absolute or relative.

Rokeach conceives

the degree of behavioral rigidity to be a "direct function of the relative narrowness, isolation

or compre-

hensiveness of cognitive organization (p. 229)."

"Com-

prehensive," he indicates, means both "broad" and

11

grated."

Parts must be related to each other.

inte-

Further,

this change must be effected at the value level (Rokeach,
1971) rather than the attitude level to bring about
long-rarige change in both attitude and behavior.

The

means by which values can be changed Rokeach has outlined (Rokeach, 1971) as a result of three experiments
with school-age children.

The function of dissonance

in bringing this about is similar to that of "commitment-based" behavior described in this study.

His "self-

confrontation" procedure is based on "long-term" dissonance:
"In Festinger"s theory ••• x andY will necessarily
vary from one situation to another. In the present
formulation, X andY are not two cognitions that vary
from one situation to another, but are invarient across
all situations: X = self; Y = one's perceived performance or behavior in whatever the situation (p. 453)."
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The result is a measure of "self-dissatisfaction,"
rather than "self-esteem"--what he calls "situationspecific" measure.
Personality dimensions can be applied to group
behavior briefly to illustrate the behavioral implications.

Neumann (in Harvey, 1963) shmvs that auto-

cratic groups have a totally "integrated" ideology, but
only along one dimension, not integration of multiple
differentiations (p.

155).

It is likely that this "one-dimensional" integration
is the kind of integration achieved lvhen individuals
make "high choice" decisions between one or the other of
two equal options.
Thelen and Dickerman {1949) have suggested that
groups pass through a growth process, or phases of
development.

Phase two is a period of stereotyping of

leadership roles which must be overcome to pass on to a
more productive phase.

1956)

Others {Bennis and Shepard,

indicate that the success or failure of a group

to move beyond the stereotyping and polarizing phase is
due to a few individuals who hold the group together by
emphasizing the integrating themes that are simultaneously at work in the group.

These individuals themselves

are well-integrated individuals-- 11 unconflicted 11 or
"independent (p. 418, 423). 11
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Allport

(1957) lists in his criteria·

~f maturity

what is described as a "unifying" philosophy of life-11the direction and coherence of a dominant integrative
pattern of life (p.

53)." He describes integration as

"the forging of approximate mental unity out of discordant impulses and aspirations (p. 92). '·'

The con-

nection between cognitive stage IV (Harvey,

1963) and

his "maturity" level is made when Allport describes the
mature religious sentiment as a "differentiated" sentiment (pp.

57-63).

Differentiation, or lack of it, in Rokeach 1 s

(1960)

"belief-disbelief" system distinguishes the "open" from
the "closed" mind.

It is also characteristic of

Kohlberg's (in Lesser,

1971) "stage 5. 11

The "undif-

ferentiated" sentiment accepts everything uncritically
and unreflectively--religion, parents, political issues,
social institutions (Allport,

1957).

It 1vould not seem

unreasonable to say that the "undifferentiated" sentiment
accepts authority uncritically also, suggesting a connection betw·een it and the Authoritarian personality
(Adorno et al,

1950) and the authority system of the

Dogmatic personality (Rokeach,

1960).

Allport's "religious sentiment" supplies the framework in lvhich integrating qr polarizing c;J.imensions are
considered in this paper.

The

11

r~ligious·sentiment 11

these characteristics 1vhen it is "mature":

It is a

has
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"pervasive structure"; it arises from the "core" of the
life; it is the region of mental life that has the
"longest-range intentions" and is, therefore, capable
1

of "conferring marked integration upon the personality
(p. 142)."

In another place (Allport, 1966), he has said

that the "mature religions sentiment" floods life with
"motivation" and "meaning."

"Religion is no longer

limited to single segments of self-interest (p. 455). 11
In summary, the "mature religious sentiment" motivates
toward long-range total integration of personality and
I

behavior.
Allport's (1957) description of "intention" is
revealing in connection with dissonance theory.

"Inten-

tion is the striving of an individual for a goal

~hat

is

more or less clearly envisioned and congruent with a
sentiment {p. 128)."
1

"Religious acts," he says, "close

the gap that exists (reduces the dissonance) betw·een the
actual state of one's values and the possibility of their
fuller

.

1

r~alization

(p. 131)."

He suggests that the

practice of faith may bring a genuine solution to
~conflict"

as it brings order into chaos (p. 189).

To summarize once more, religious "intentions" are
goal-centered consonance-attaining acts that realize the
long-range possibilities of i.ntegration through faith.
This completes the theoretical definition in this paper
of non-polarizing or "inconsistency maintaining" behavior
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(B-I).
~ohlberg and Kramer

(1969) support the idea that

dissonance or conflict integrates behavior. They identify
conflict bet1veen a "moral view·" and experience as a
motivator toward another structural stage--in other
words, "closing the gap" and making behavior congruent
1vi th the moral view.

Van Ostrand (in Harvey, 1963)

supports Allport's claim that "faith" can resolve conflict.

In instances of commitment and preferred ends,

hope is a more appropriate base line than expectancy.
Confirmation and refutation of hope produced significantly greater effects (p. 296).
Confirmation of, or congruence between, a "faith"
or hope that reveals the possibilities in long-term
comprehensive integration of experience (Commitment··
based decision) has a greater truth value and more
potential for consonance or dissonance than an isolated
decision (decision~based co~nitment).

The more complete-

ly an integrated experience is achieved, the less likely
will a decision be isolated, non-relevant {Festinger,

1957) or in conflict with the basic structure of commitment, it would seem.

In this way, polarizing behavior--

behavior that fragments parts of a whole--is both
relevant to and obversely associated with the structure
of the "mature" religious sentiment--long-term integrating commitment.
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On this assumption, the hypotheses of this paper will
predict that long-range integrating commitment is negatively associated with polarizing behavior around controversial issues in the church and is positively associated
with integrating responses around them.

EDUCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS

A recent continent-wide study has revealed that
(Johnson and Cornell, 1972) the relevant link betw·een one
behavior and another cannot be assumed within the mind of
the individual,_ even though external relevance may seem
obvious.

Lay people do not demonstrate an "active con-

gruity" between their high theological affirmations about
giving to the church and their practicing it.

This does

not, the study suggests, indicate lack of devotion, but
it does reflect their "theological competency and application," which, in turn, reflects the quality of teaching
in the church (ecumenical).

~fembers

indicate a "per-

vasive inadequacy in realizing the interlocking claims
of faith on workaday, secular life and its produce.

The

results suggest that people see these two spheres virtually in opposition rather than in combination, almost
as tliO unrelated realms, tugging competitively at them

(p. 145). 11
Ministers do not sho·w· as great a

dichotomy~

The

difference may be, the authors suggest, a result of the

strong theological foundations ministers receive in their
education.

{p. 146)

Rokeach {1971) has successfully demonstrated the
value of education. and "self-confrontation" in setting
up relevant links between two inconsistent cognitions,
achieving long-range value and behavior changes through
dissonance reduction, or consonance-attainment.
Other studies show that polarized issues in the
church are related to definite religious beliefs.
Davidson (1972) links "vertical" beliefs with "comfort"
functions and "horizontal" beliefs with "social" behavior ..
He suggests that the correlated behavior is not inherent
in the beliefs, but is in the way those .beliefs have
been formulated, transmitted

and internalized. ·If

leaders 'vish to increase social involvement, they may
need to explore ways of making the social significance
of vertical beliefs more explicit and of making social
beliefs more salient.
Religious knowledge was negatively correlated with
extrinsic orientation and intolerance for ambiguity in

Hunt

and King's (1972) factor analysis of the religious

variable.

High correlations were found between devo-

tionalism and salience of cognition and devotionalism
and "growth and striving.

11

In turn, "growth and striv-

ing" was correlated at a very high level with both
salience of behavior and cognition.

It seems that dis-
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I.

satisfaction with one 1 s present religious state, and

i

feeling a need to "learn, change, and grow" (p. 246),

i

I

I

creates a high level of self-awareness and awareness of
inconsistencies in behavior.
Adorno

(1950) hypothesizes that only the "fully

conscious, very articulate, unconventional Christians
are likely to be free of ethnocentrism" (p. 743).
Allport

(1966) indicates that there is a "curvilinear"

relationship between very active Christians and nonchurch-goers, both being non-prejudiced.
The brief review· above suggests that devotion,
commitment, and self-awareness are means by lvhich relevance is established between discrepant behaviors.

These

may suggest procedures for education.
A review of the literature has suggested that there
are differential responses to dissonance due to factors
of personality, level of cognitive integration, moral
development and religious maturity.
dissonance were identified:

Two responses to

decision-based commitment

or polarizing behavior and commitment-based decision or
integrating behavior.

Possibilities for the use of dis-

sonance and education to change behavior were also briefly explored.

..
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND PROCEDURE
The hypotheses and question stated that {1) the frequency o:f polarizing responses would be less for L3 than
for L0 , {2) the proportion of "equal value" responses in
L3 integrating behavior would be greater than the proportion of like responses in L0 integrating behavior, and
asked (3) are there di£ferences in types of responses in
the integrating behaviors bet,\reen L3 and L0 ?
Polarizing and integrating behavior was defined as
numbered, checked or circled responses on a 13 item
questionnaire devised for this purpose.

The question-

naire followed no identifiable method of design, but
used a disguised error-choice technique (Hammond, in
Shaw, 1967) for gaining responses.
The recorded responses were then categorized and
analyzed by a 1 X 2 Chi-square method.

Four 1 X 2 tables

·were made to determine direction and significance of the
data.

Fifty-nine out of 67 questionnaires w·ere returned,

but only 53 were used.

Six Ss either did not follow

procedures to identify their questionnaires or did not
complete them.
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PROCEDURE
Various groups (ministers at a retreat, members of
a seminar, an adult class and a Sunday morning service)
were asked to fill out a questionnaire on denomination. related issues.

Groups w·ere told that the information

would be used in a thesis study.

No p.rior notice 1vas

given for filling out the questionnaire.

In some cases

2s individually were asked to take the questionnaire.
In others, they volunteered.

In still others all of the

group were asked to participate.

The only randomizing

factor operating in selection of groups was the fact
that 2s happened to be at a gathering where the questionnaire was being applied.

All were middle class adults,

with the exception of three teenagers.
The 2s were told (1) that they would remain anonymous--information would be pooled--and (2) that there
were no "right" or

11

wrong 11 answers (as stated in the

questionnaire "Instructions")--this was not a test.
To determine whether or not individuals had made an
Accounting, a sheet of paper with numbered rmvs was
passed among Ss, who 1vere requested to sign the sheet
and place the number next to their signature in a box
in the upper right-hand corner of the questionnaire.

The

numbered signatures were placed in an envelope and later
given, with another sheet (without signatures, but with
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numbers corresponding lvi th the first sheet), to someone
who had access to the membership files.
On the second sheet either a "yes" or a "no" was
recorded, depending upon whether or not the individual
had made an Accounting for three consecutive years.

The

sheet was returned with the needed information next to
numbers that w·ere then correlated with the numbers on
the questionnaires.

No new information exchanged hands

or was gained on either side of the t·ransaction that
could be associated with a named individual.

Prior

approval to use this procedure was given by the appropriate sources.
Design of the Questionnaire.

A series of highly

controversial issues involving theological, social and
missional questions 1vere selected as items for the
questionnaire.

A sample questionnaire was passed among

associates of the E to review the meaning, clarity and
wording.
Questionnaire content and construction validity
(Hunt, 1972) have been established informally, in particular, through a

1!

issues were discussed.

hour, 6 session seminar where the
Items were developed by a minister

who has been closely involved with the Ss and the issues
for a number of years.
The problem of the questionnaire was to get beyond
superficial responses produced by the questionnaire to
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responses reflecting a more permanent and personal style
of dealing with controversy.

Hunt, (1972) in a discus-

sion of his LAJf Scales, has identified the particular
problem above and has provided for levels of response,
called "literal", "anti-literal" and "symbolic" (pp ~

43).

112-

The questionnaire used in this study anticipates

different levels of response.

It makes allowance for

these by providing the opportunity to re-answer the
original questions with a series of qualifying options
listed in the questionnaire (Part B).

In the initial

responses Ss were unaware that they would be given the
chance to qualify their ans"\vers.
The following is a typical item:
The church's main purpose is to provide wor~hip
and strength to the membership, rather than provide a means for group evangelism.
yes_ no

it depends ___ no

opinion~

•••• •••

In the above question, the polarity is stated within the question itself.

The following item is a'second

type, used to break up response set.

The polarity is

stated between t"\vo questions:
The church should be involved in social problems
as an institution. It should speak out officially
for all of us on many (some} issues.
yes ___ no___ it depends ___ no opinion___ •••••••
The church should speak basically through its individual members, who have the right to voluntarily represent themselves as a group of citizens and
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church members, but not officially the church or
the congregation.
yes___ no ___ it depends
___ no opinion___ •••••••
..
.

The dotted lines lead to four columns on the right
side of the questionnaire.

Each column has its own set

of instructions (Questionnaire II-B in Appendix).

Only

"Column 2 11 and "Column 4" were discussed in the study.
"Column 1" and "Column 3 11 were not found to contribute
to the needed data.

This applies, also, to the remain-

ing three pages of the questionnaire which were made up
of referent and control questions not vital to a study
of this scope •.
Control Item:

One of the thirteen original items

served also as a control item.

An alternative reason

for sustaining Accounting behavior over three years
without commitment to the philosophy of Accounting would
be legal compliance to the "letter of the law."

If

there is compliance without commitment, it seems reasonable to assume that such behavior would emphasize "disciplined obedience to God's laws" as the purpose of the
stewardship law, rather than the alternative commitment
concept:
The purpose of stewardship is mainly to promote
disciplined obedience to God's laws, rather than
an understanding or knowledge about ordering our
lives.
yes ___ no____ it depends ____ no opinion___ •••••••
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The column responses provide opportunity to further
explain the initial choices in the rows.

For example,

"Column 2" instructions reads:
Column 2:
:t-lark those questions where you answered either
"yes" or "no" with a !, if you agree with both
positions, but did not agree lvi th the emphasis
of the statement, if any.
Mark those questions where you anslvered either
"yes" or "no,n and are fairly sure that one
position is right and the other wrong, with a
g, if any.
If a particular answ·er was not answered with a "yes"
or a "no," "Column 4" applied:
Column 4:
:t-lark those statements where you ans.1vered "It
Depends" with a 1, if you have nol fully decided
between the alternatives for one reason or another.
Mark those statements where you anslvered "It
Depends" 1vith a 2, if both or all of the alternatives are equally ~ 1vhen understood.
Response Categories.

Two basic categories of re-

sponses were defined--unqualified, or polarizing, and
qualified, or integrating.

In the integrating category

there were three (3) types of qualifying responses:
It depends; both sides of equal value."

1.

11

2.

"Yes-no; did not like emphasis."

3.

11

It depends, have not decided fully."

The fourth response is the polarizing one, made by
either marking a 2 beside the question in "Column 2" or
leaving the question blank.

CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Analysis of the data showed no significant differences between the Accounting group and the non-Accounting
group ·on any of the four dimensions measured, although
the directions of the data lvere as hypothesized.
Hypothesis I stated that the frequency of polarizing
.
3
0
responses would be less for .k._ than for .k._. Significance
.

was not demonstrated (X

2

= 1.084, df = 1, p

>

quired), though a face analysis of the data in

.05 re-

Table 1

will show· that the direction was confirmed.

TABLE

1

CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF FREQUENCY OF "INTEGRATING"
TO "POLARIZING" RESPONSES BETWEEN ACCOUNTERS (L3)
Al~D NON-ACCOUNTERS (L 0 )
--

df

260

110

1.084

Hypothesis II stated that the proportion of "equal
value'' responses in L3 integrating responses (B-I) will
be significantly greater than the proportion of like
0
·
L
· t egra t·1ng responses.
responses 1n
1n

Significance

1
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was demonstrated at the .10 level, but not at the required .05 level (x

2

= 2.72,

df

= 1,

P>•05 required).

Face analysis of the data in Table 2 will shmv that the
direction was clearly confirmed.
TABLE 2

CHI SQUARE ANALYSIS OF "EQUAL VALUE" RESPONSES
BETlffiEN ACCOUNTERS (L 3 ) AND NON-ACCOUNTERS (L 0 )

-

-

df
14

54

2.72

The Question was asked, are there differences in
the frequencies of other types of integrating responses
between L 3 and L

2

that are significant?

In neither of

the remaining two analyses were the differences significant.

The "emphasis" responses were nearly equal in

proportion (x

2

0.104, df 1, p>.05 required), as .were
2
the "undecided" responses (x 1.035, df 1, P>·o5

required).
1Vhile significance was not demonstrated in the frequency and proportion correlations, the general pattern
anticipated was indicated.

"Equal value" responses were

closest to significance with "polarizing" responses the
second closest
dieted.

and both were in the directions_ pre-

1

Two factors, one a result of the recording procedure
by the E, the other lack of control in the commitment
variable, may have a:ffected the trends.
In several instances, there was a question in the
E's mind whether or not an "it depends" score quali:fied
as "undecided" or "equal value."

In doubtful cases, the

marks were listed as "undecided."

This would not a:ffect

Hypothesis I, but it would affect Hypothesis II.

Also,

due to the wording in "Column 2 11 instructions--"if anyfl-several of the "yes-no" answers may have been le:ft unqualified or blank, with the Ss believing that they had already moderately quali:fied their statements.

The blank

spaces were automatically counted as polarizing_ responses.
This would af:fect both hypotheses.
Eight of the Ss were husband and 1vife pairs.

A

joint Accounting can be filed for both husband and 1vife.
There may be dif:fering degrees of commitment to the
process on the part of each; there:fore, it is possible
that an individual was marked "yes" :for three consecutive
years of Accounting while being "uncommittedu, though
probably not likely in the case of Ss in this study.
Joint Accounting requires mutual consent, suggesting
some degree of commitment on the part of both parties.
Control Item.

The number (6) of Ss answering the

control questions lvho thought ste1vardship is "disciplined
obedience to the law" was not sufficient to analyze.

Three of these were non-Accounters.

From this it appears

that this form o:f possible restricted compli.ance with the
law is not a significant factor in the Accounting.
Strict controi in this study was not desired because
of the personal nature of the relationship between the

!

and Ss.

This was anticipated.

in the direction expected.

Still, trends were all

CHAPTER V
S"UmiARY, CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMNENDATIONS

The purpose of the study was to show a relationship
between an inferred pattern of mental behavior in the Ss
and their demonstrated behavior around controversial
church issues.

The relationship was predicted by a par-

ticular interpretation of dissonance theory, revised to
include a "commitment variable" and "inconsistencymaintaining" behavior.

As revised, dissonance theory 1vas

used to predict integrating, or

non·~polarizing,

behavior

in Accounting Ss on a thirteen item questionnaire designed
for that purpose.

Ss w·ere presumed to be "committed" on

the basis of their Accounting.
It was hypothesized that Accounting Ss 1vould show a
significantly lower frequency of polarizing responses than
would the non-Accounting Ss, and that the proportion of
"equal value" responses in L 3 w·ould be significantly
0

greater than that of !;_.

The question was also asked, are

there significant differences in the remaining types of
responses--"emphasis" and "undecided"--bet"lveen L3 and L0 ?
None of the four dimensions analyzed were found to be significant between L3 and L0 , though the general direction
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and pattern of the hypotheses

were confirmed.

CONCLUSIONS
The exploratory nature of this study is indicated in
the lack of refinement in its various techniques and control measures.

The particular context and subject matter

for this study is fairly new in the church, though some
·studies- have been done (Ritchie, 1970; Landon, 1966;
Barlow, 1972).

The trends in the data, though not fol~al

ly significant, suggest that further investigation of the
relationship between accounting and integrating behaviors
may be worthwhile.

RECOMHENDATIONS
It is suggested, however, that another variable needs
to be added--that of the "relevance" variable--to control
for the degree of linkage that is presumed to exist
bet1veen C-I and B-I behaviors.

It is hoped that this

variable is an "education" variable and that it can be
established, for example, through learning, as was demonstrated by Rokeach {1971).
Further theory development might focus on the use
of "insufficient external justification" (Aronson, 1960)
as an aid or motivation for learning.

Barlow (1972) has

indicated that commitment linked 1vi th "sacrifice"
{insufficient justification) is of greater worth toward

47

emotional growth and maturity in the group process than
is a more "pleasant" experience (p. 148).
Measures controlling for unidimensionality are
needed, and, if further study along the lines of this
study produces significant results, correlational studies
between various scales (I-E, F, and D) and polarizingintegrating behavior, and betw·een the latter and two
lesser-known scales--the IIDI Scale {Hoge, 1972) and the
LAM Scale (Hunt, 1972) may be enlightening.

A number of

recent correlational studies have been conducted in the
religious context (Hood, 1971; Tate, 1971; Hoge, 1972;
Strickland and Shaffer, 1971; Strickland and lveddell,
1972; and Hoge and Carroll, 1973), suggesting that several
of these dimensions are related.
Much of the above research is designed to identify,
catalog or correlate various personality dimensions.
More research is needed to discover educational principles
and techniques that will assist in changing, if possible,
underlying attitudes of rigidity, dogmatism, prejudice
and complacency and to stimulate processes of integration, or reconciliation, within and between people.

It

is in the church that such a faithful claim can be made.
There is a great need everyt·.rhere to achieve a
the midst of diversity."
devoted.

11

uni ty in

Toward that end this paper was
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QUESTIONNAIRE--PART

1.

A

0

Instructions:
Mark "x" in the appropriate space; mark one space only.
·AU anawers--"yes," "no," or "it depends'-' are of
equal value.

A. The church's main purpose is to provide worship and
strength to the membership, rather
a means !or group evangelism.
yes_

no__
.

it depends__

1

3

4

than provide-

no opinion__ , ••• · •• ,

B. The purpose of stewarrlship is mainly to promote
dilciplined obedience to God's laws, rather than
·an understanding or knowledge about ordering our lives.
yes__
C.

no opinion__

•••••••

no__

it depends__

no opinion__

emphasis of the church should be to "Preach
nothing but repentence to this generation," rather "than
"seek to bring forth and establish the cause of Zion. "
no__

Man's nature
yes__

C.

no__ ·it depends__

The~

yes__
F.

no opinion__ ••••• _.

Truth can be found from other sources than the -Prophets:
the world is basically good rather than evil.
yes_:__

E.

it depends__

Zion is primarily a means to evangelize the world, not
a place of refug;.
yes__

D.

no__

~s

no__

it depends__

no opinion__

••••••

good rather than evil.
it depends__ no opinion__

•••••••

The goals and activities in the church-should not change
from one age to another.
yes__

no__ . it depends__

no opinion__

•••••••
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U.

Inatructio.na:
.Mark "x" in the appropriate apace; mark one apace only.
All anawere--"yee," "no," "it depends" or "no opinion"
••&re of equal value.
1

2

3

4

A. The church should be involved in aoci&l problema aa an
IDatltution. It should apeak out officially for all of ua
Oil many (some) social iuuea.
't ." Jea_

no-.:...

it depends__

no opinion_·_

. -· ..-....

+--+--+--+-~

B. The church should speak basically through ita individual.
member•. who have the right to voluntarily represent
themselves as a group o£ citizens and church members, but not o!!icially the church or the congregation.
yea_

no_

it depends__

no opinion__

, •••• , ,

+--+--+--+-~

C. The differing opinions about the church' a role in the
community have been resolved in my own mind.
yea_
D.

no__

it depend•__

no opinion__

••••••• +--t--t--t--1

The Zlonic comm.unity can/will be founci in Independence,
Mluouri. The Ensign will be the Cent_er Place.
yea__

no__

it dependa__

no opinion__

•••••••

+--+--+--+--~

.E. The Zlonic community will be found in other places, such
aa Loa Angeles, but will be gathered into one place to
be the Enaign and to resist the ipiluencea of 1ociety, or
the larger community-.-yea__

no__

lt dependa__

no opinion__

••••••• +--t--t--1--1

1'. The Zlonic community will be found in Loa Angeles and
other places, and it will gather in to the existing com- ·
munity at large, affecting it directly through social
atructures, "leavening" and transforming it.
yea_

no__

it depend•_

no opinion__

••••••• .i---'--1-....&-..J

m. Ina true tiona:
Circle the appropriate set of l"ettera; SA-Strongly Agree;
A·Agree; TA-Tend to Agree; TO-Tend to Disagree;
D-Disagree; SO-Strongly Oisa!\ree,
A.

The iaaues above are disturbing.
SA

A

TA

TD

D

_so
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PART

B

INSTRUCTIONS:
On the right-hand side of pages one and two of the questionnaire, there are
columns numbered 1 Z 3 4. Column 1 should be marked vertically down
both pages before continuing to Column Z, and so on.
Mark either a 1 or a Z in the Columns when appropriate; no other marks are
needed. Mark those answers where lines to the questions cross the verti·
cal Une8.
Column 1:
Mark those statements that are highly moral issues--matters of right or
wrong, truth or untruth, good or evil--for you personally with a l• if any.
Mark those statements that are matters of opinion or personal preference,
requiring practical solutions--not highly moral issues--with a·_£, if any.
'co-lumn Z:
Mark those questions where you answered either "yes," or "no" with a 1,
if you agree with both ·positions, but did~ agree with the emphasis of
the statement, if any.
Mark those questions where you answered either "yes, 11 or "no, " and are
·fairly sure that one position is right and the other wrong, with.a b if any.
Column 3:
Mark those statements with which you are most emotionally involved, or
· tend to get excited about, with a l·
Mark those statements with which you are least involved emotionally with

a£.
Column 4:
Mark those statements where you answered "It Depends" with a l• if you have
~fully decided between the alternatives for one reason or another .
.Mark those statements where you answered "It Depends" with a.£, if both or
_all of the alternatives are equally~ when nnderstood.

(please note: pages 4-6 of the Questionnaire are
not included)
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ANNUAL TITHING STATEMENT
"GI•o

"'

10 - • .I

Thi1 Statement
Covers Period- frnm,__ _ _ __

.NCOME
(A) SALARY, WAGES

t:::

thy olowonlohlp •••"-t.olo ••: 2

·---19

throug

......
Nr.

19

-

..

,.;;;.-;;·w.-·----fint--------..--....-----~·--··---

lll.loW-1·
;;;;;;;·~;j;f·~·-··---·
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(X)~
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s

I
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(H) TRAVEUNG EXPENSE for busin.,s, Busfare, Auto cxpe.,..,
(I) Oll!ER NEO:SSARY expenses, lnccrne

fYl mTAL

IT

NKf~SARY

FIG I IRE

wr.
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s
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fZ

br
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INFORMATION
To file your First Tithing Statement use the teverse side of this form. Euh
ye:or thereaft<r thio Annual Tilhing Statement form should be used.
Your Annual Statement can most tasily be filed from 1 simple record of
income and necessary expenses. However an acceptable statement can also be
nudC' on an estim:ated b.uis if your records are incomplete. To help improve
your management of family financ.s the Income and Expense Record Book is
available from Herald House.
As a good steward, only that whic'h you really need to maintain health and
e-fficiency should be consiJcreJ as a nC'(tssary living txpcnse. Luxuries, or ex~
penJitUfC'S in C'XCC''iS of modest needs, should be suppJieJ from your nine tenthS
of the increase ahcr the Lord's tenth h:u been returned to Him.
.
NoTE: Expenditures which atiJ to your acrumulatcd increase should. be
lithcd and arc autom.1t1ully tithc:d Ly their not being li~te~l as nCCcs$ary livin&
expenses. The-reforr Only that portion of payments on a home. which rrprrscnts
intrrt"!it. taxes. imuuncr, etc .• shouM be entered as a nc<t'ssary livin,~t expense on
lin~ ,C. Simil.uly the ho~lanu.· of l1fe im.uum:c prcmium5 (dlrr Jc:duding the
annual gain in cosh value, if any); may be entered on line I as a ne<"<Ssary
living exprnse.
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